Costa Fortuna
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand
29 January, Singapore
ITINERARY
DATE

PORT

ARRIVAL

DEPARTURE

01/29

Singapore

-

2000

01/30

...CRUISING...

-

-

01/31

Langkawi

0800

1900

02/01

Phuket

0700

0000

02/02

Phuket

0000

1800

02/03

Penang

0800

1800

02/04

Port Klang/Kuala Lumpur

0800

1800

02/05

Singapore

0900

-

AVAILABLE EXCURSIONS
Langkawi - 31/01/2019
00ZH THE ORIENTAL VILLAGE AND LANGKAWI CABLE CAR
6422 CULTURE AND TRADITIONS OF LANGKAWI
6423 TROPICAL FLORA AND FAUNA IN THE LANGKAWI GEOPARK
6425 EXPLORING THE ISLAND OF LEGENDS: LANGKAWI
6426 THE THRILL OF BIRD WATCHING ON A TROPICAL ISLAND
6428 MINI CRUISE IN MALAYSIAN WATERS
Phuket - 01/02/2019
6079 ISLAND OF PHI PHI
6077 THE TEMPLES OF PHUKET
6078 THE ISLANDS OF PHANG NGA BAY
6070 RELAXING AT KATA BEACH
6072 THE PEARLS OF PHUKET AND SAFARI ISLAND
6074 THE PEARLS OF PHUKET AND A FOLKLORE SHOW
6084 DINNER AND SHOW AT PHUKET FANTASEA THEME PARK
6088 CANOE RIDE AROUND THE ISLAND OF KOH PANAK AND DINNER AT SUNSET
6089 CANOE ADVENTURE
Phuket - 02/02/2019
6089 CANOE ADVENTURE
6074 THE PEARLS OF PHUKET AND A FOLKLORE SHOW
6072 THE PEARLS OF PHUKET AND SAFARI ISLAND
6070 RELAXING AT KATA BEACH
6078 THE ISLANDS OF PHANG NGA BAY
6077 THE TEMPLES OF PHUKET
6079 ISLAND OF PHI PHI
Penang - 03/02/2019
6250 CLASSIC TOUR OF GEORGETOWN IN THE STATE OF PENANG
6252 GEORGETOWN FROM HISTORIC BUILDINGS TO MARVELLOUS GARDENS
6253 SPIRITUAL GEORGETOWN
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6254 SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF THE ISLAND OF PENANG
6283 GOLDEN SANDS RESORT
Port Klang/Kuala Lumpur - 04/02/2019
6391 CLASSIC KUALA LUMPUR AND THE NATIONAL MUSEUM
6392 KUALA LUMPUR, THE GARDEN CITY
6395 A WALK UPON THE DISCOVERY OF KUALA LUMPUR'S HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE
6396 BATU CAVES AND SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF KUALA LUMPUR
6397 FREE EXCURSION OF KUALA LUMPUR
Singapore - 05/02/2019
6398 VISIT TO THE GARDENS BY THE BAY NATURE PARK (ending at the airport)
6821 DISCOVERING SENTOSA AND SINGAPORE SIGHTSEEING
6255 VISIT TO THE PARK GARDENS BY THE BAY
0105 THE ESSENCE OF SINGAPORE
6098 PANORAMIC TOUR OF SINGAPORE WITH A VISIT TO THE ZOO (ending at the airport)
6099 THE SPIRIT OF SINGAPORE (ending at the airport)
6100 SINGAPORE SIGHTSEEING TOUR WITH ZOO VISIT
6101 THE SPIRIT OF SINGAPORE
6104 DISCOVER SINGAPORE'S CULTURAL HERITAGE
6105 SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF SINGAPORE
6108 SINGAPORE EXPRESS (ending at the airport)
6109 PANORAMIC TOUR OF SINGAPORE (ending at the airport)
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Langkawi
THE ORIENTAL VILLAGE AND LANGKAWI CABLE CAR
Description
A unique cable car experience allowing us to admire the breathtaking scenery of the Langkawi archipelago from above and see the
true essence of this paradise on earth, not to mention a little time for shopping.
What we will see
●

Oriental village

●

Cable car ride up Mount Mat Cincang

●

Panoramic view of the Langkawi archipelago

●

Shopping in the village

●

Sightseeing tour of the rice paddy fields

What we will do
●

We will start our excursion at the oriental village, a shopping area built around a marvellous lake with scenic mountains as a
backdrop.

●

From there, we will embark on a cable car ride up Mount Mat Cincang, rising up to 709 metres above sea level, soaring over
the waterfalls dotted across the jungle and the thick rainforest canopy.

●

The cable car was built without creating any roads through the jungle and has the longest free span in the world between two
stations. Inside our cabin that boasts panoramic views, we will experience the thrill of moving whilst suspended in the air!

●

When we reach the top, we will enjoy a breathtaking panoramic view of the Langkawi archipelago. On a clear day, we may
even be able to glimpse the coast of Thailand in the north and Indonesia in the south west.

●

Then we will travel back down to the oriental village where we will have some free time for a spot of shopping in the various
souvenir shops.

●

On our way back, we will enjoy a relaxing sightseeing tour of the rice paddy fields before returning to the ship.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

00ZH

3 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 54.00

EUR 40.50

Type
Sightseeing

Recommended to
families

Langkawi
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CULTURE AND TRADITIONS OF LANGKAWI
Description
A fascinating island, a borderland where different cultures and traditions meet and merge with each other and where each of the
ethnic groups present leaves its special and unmistakable mark, making this enchanting place a must-see for anybody visiting the
Far East.
What we will see
●

Malay Kampungs

●

Laman Padi and Museum

●

Craft Cultural Complex

●

Eagle Square

What we will do
●

We set off on our excursion to discover the main places of interest for culture and tradition on this wonderful island. We go
through green stretches of rice fields and pastures where we can spot various herds of cows and buffaloes. The local villages
are very interesting and characteristic, the so-called Malay Kampungs, scattered all over the island with their typical Malay
architectural structure.

●

Our first stop is the Laman Padi, literally "rice field" in Malay. It is a vast complex of rice fields and vegetable gardens and also
includes a small but interesting museum dedicated to the process and the evolution of the cultivation and harvesting of rice, a
staple and irreplaceable food as well as the country's major export, just like the rest of the East in general. In the museum we
are given an illustration of the various phases of the cultivation of this important cereal which has represented the backbone of
Malaysia 's economic activity since ancient times.

●

We then move on to the Craft Cultural Complex, on the north coast of the island. Nestling on the ridge of a hill overlooking the
sea, in a particularly beautiful position, the splendid building houses a vast exclusive assortment of Malaysian crafts, fine batik
work, bamboo, wooden and metal goods, rattan baskets of all sizes, finely crafted silverware, jewellery and much more.

●

In this spacious complex dedicated to crafts we also find two galleries; one boasts a large display of local crafts and traditional
Malay musical instruments, and the other features brightly coloured wedding gowns which are typical of the different local
ethnic groups.

●

The last stop of our excursion is Eagle Square, where we can have our photograph taken with the giant sculpture of an eagle
which dominates the Kuah seafront.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

Comfortable shoes are recommended.

●

Not all coaches are air conditioned.
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INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6422

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 49.00

EUR 36.75

Type
Sightseeing

Recommended to
families

Langkawi
TROPICAL FLORA AND FAUNA IN THE LANGKAWI GEOPARK
Description
We explore one of the largest Geoparks in the East. It is also one of the most interesting because of its uniqueness and due to the
abundance of different animal and plant species.
What we will see
●

Langkawi Geopark

What we will do
●

We set off from the port of Langkawi for Kilim Jetty where we board small 8 seater fibreglass boats which take us to the
geopark.

●

We embark on this adventure, equipped with binoculars and cameras, in one of the most spectacular geoparks of the whole
Asian continent. The Langkawi Geopark was the first to be founded in the extreme north-west of the Malaysian Peninsula. We
visit a fish farm where wooden platforms allow us to walk around between the different tanks to observe the different species
of fish.

●

As we go along the trail through the Geopark we can see majestic sea eagles eagerly diving into the sea to catch their prey, or
clouds of bats enjoying their customary daytime sleep, hanging head down in a rocky cavity formed millions of years ago,
which also offers the unique and extraordinary spectacle of a succession of stalactites and stalagmites in a truly unspoiled
habitat. *Before returning to the ship we have a break in one of the many duty free complexes where we can indulge in last
minute purchases at very low prices.

●

The excursion includes a local English speaking guide who will provide general information on the places we visit.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

Comfortable shoes and sportswear are recommended.

●

We recommend that you wear a hat for protection from the sun.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.
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●

Not all coaches are air conditioned.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6423

4 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 69.00

EUR 51.75

Type
Sightseeing

Good for shopping

Recommended to
families

Langkawi
EXPLORING THE ISLAND OF LEGENDS: LANGKAWI
Description
Discovering the so-called "Island of Legends", a remote location which explains why it is such a paradise. It became a popular
destination after it acquired duty-free status in 1987.
What we will see
●

Rubber production

●

Mahsuri Mausoleum

●

Eagle Square and Glass Blowing Studio

What we will do
●

Our excursion begins with a visit to a plantation where latex is extracted from a rubber tree. Although the famous "rubber tree"
is native to the Amazon region, towards the end of the 19th century it was exported to Asia and caught on mainly in SouthEast Asia where it has flourished ever since. The production of natural rubber, obtained from the extraction of latex from the
plant by making perpendicular incisions in the bark, is a very lucrative business for the island. Here we can see the skill of local
workers as they make these incisions to extract the precious liquid.

●

We continue on our excursion and visit a place that is quite renowned on the island because it is linked to one of the main
local legends. The Mahsuri Mausoleum is a must for anybody visiting the island. Mahsuri is the most popular legendary
character in Langkawi: according to the legend she was an extremely beautiful woman, the daughter of a couple who had
landed on the island in search of a better life. She became the wife of a valiant warrior and when her husband left to fight in
the war, she was falsely accused of adultery by the village chief's wife, who had become desperately jealous of her beauty.
Although she protested her innocence, she was sentenced to death and executed by repeated stabbing with a keris (a
traditional Malay weapon). It is said that she bled white blood from her wounds, a sign of her innocence, and that before
breathing her last breath, Mahsuri cursed the island, predicting bad luck for seven generations. Today the seven generation
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curse has now come to an end and many people in Langkawi believe that the island's recent prosperity coincides with the end
of the curse.
●

And as a fitting end we move on to another truly unique attraction: Eagle Square, dominated by the gigantic sculpture of an
eagle about to soar into the sky. The eagle is the symbol of the island, whose name Langkawi in colloquial Malay means island
of the "reddish brown eagle", like the one here. We end our excursion at the Glass Blowing Studio, where we can make some
purchases and take home some typical souvenirs from this wonderful island.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

●

Not all coaches are air conditioned.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6425

4 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 49.00

EUR 36.75

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Recommended to
families

Langkawi
THE THRILL OF BIRD WATCHING ON A TROPICAL ISLAND
Description
More than 200 species of birds to observe, including rare species and migrant species from distant Siberia, in the magnificent
countryside of the tropical island of Langkawi, for a unique and unforgettable bird watching experience.
What we will see
●

Bird Watching on the Island of Langkawi

●

Gunung Raya lookout point

●

Lowlands lookout point

What we will do
The Island of Langkawi is home to around 200 bird species, many of which are migrants which come to spend the winter here in the
warm climate, from November to April. This obviously makes it the ideal place for all bird watching enthusiasts. * Langkawi boasts a
huge variety of ecosystems and natural habitats making it a comfortable resting place for birds. This is why a wide variety of avifauna
is always present on the island. An ecosystem like that of this authentic tropical paradise made up of lowlands, tropical forests and
Costa Fortuna - Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand
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mangroves, reed beds, rice fields, orchards, steppes and marshy lakes offers an ideal environment for birds, both migratory and
resident. * In our 5 hours of bird watching, we may see up to 20-30 different bird species which populate the jungle, the rice fields
or the river which crosses Langkawi. * The first lookout point is Gunung Raya, the highest mountain on the island. With an altitude of
881 m, the mountain dominates the island, commanding an excellent view for sightings, mainly of mountain birds. * We then
proceed and descend towards the lowlands and the rice fields in search of birds that do not venture to great heights, preferring the
more peaceful and sleepy atmosphere of the marshes, the reed beds and the plains in general. We can really have fun with our
sightings, keeping ready to take photographs and capture images of these wonderful, brightly coloured specimens. At the end of our
expedition we return to the ship.
●

Migratory birds are seasonal.

●

Participants are advised to wear long or short trousers, a t-shirt and a hat and to bring binoculars.

●

Guests will be provided with a complete list of birds you can spot on the island.

●

We cannot guarantee bird sightings as they roam in complete freedom in their natural habitat.

●

You need to be physically fit to take part in this excursion.

●

A naturalist guide will accompany us on the excursion and provide information in English. No information will be provided
during the outbound and return ship journey.

●

The price of the excursion includes a bottle of water and binoculars (if necessary).

●

Minimum age: 12 years.

●

Maximum age: 65 years.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

Not all coaches are air conditioned.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6426

5 Hours approximately

Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 99.00

EUR 99.00

Type
Eco Natural Trail

Langkawi
MINI CRUISE IN MALAYSIAN WATERS
Description
We set sail in a catamaran for a fantastic mini cruise in the unspoiled Malaysian waters.
What we will see
●

Mini cruise on a traditional boat
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●

Barbecue on the beach

What we will do
●

In the morning we board a traditional Malay boat with both sails and an engine and we leave the port of Awana Malai behind
us to sail around the Island of Langkawi. We proceed over calm waters so we can relax and read a book or sip a drink served
at the on-board bar which will be open throughout our mini cruise.

●

The real attraction of this excursion are the casual encounters with creatures that inhabit this tropical paradise: indeed, we will
be able to spot dolphins and fish darting out of the water.

●

At the end of the morning we land in a stunning deserted beach where a barbecue lunch is served accompanied by a huge
variety of different salads. Furthermore, the beach is the perfect place to relax as we swim or as we are massaged by the
waves, or simply sunbathe.

●

In the afternoon we board the catamaran again to sail to one of the special rallying points for sea eagles, the symbol of the
Island of Langkawi, to watch them as they plunge into the water to catch their prey. From here we set off for our last part of
our boat trip back to the pier from where we left and from there we return to the ship.

●

The excursion includes a local English speaking guide who will provide general information on the places we visit.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

The boat is motor-powered.

●

Do not forget to bring your bathing costume, a towel, sunglasses, a hat and sun cream.

●

In the event of adverse weather conditions or rough sea the excursion may be cancelled without warning.

●

We cannot guarantee animal sightings as they roam in complete freedom in their natural habitat.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6428

6 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 159.00

EUR 119.25

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Water Activity

Recommended to
families

Meal Included

Phuket
ISLAND OF PHI PHI
Description
An excursion to admire the spectacular views offered by a genuine earthly paradise, palm trees, white beaches, crystal clear waters:
in summary, the Island of Phi Phi Don
Costa Fortuna - Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand
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What we will see
●

Phi Phi Don

●

Ton Sai Bay

●

Maya Beach

●

Thai lunch

What we will do
●

The islands of Phi Phi , near to Phuket, are an archipelago of small islands within the Andaman Sea. The largest of these
islands, Phi Phi Don,with its perfect shape is one of the most magical and fascinating within south-east Asia. With two arcshaped beaches which are almost touching, the small island stands in the middle of a crescent-shaped bay boasting a wealth
of resorts and restaurants. It offers everything you expect from a tropical adventure: palm lined beaches, extraordinary rock
formations, bright crystal-clear waters and exceptional examples of tropical marina plant and wildlife*.... in other words: a
paradise!

●

The bay of Ton Sai, the main part of the island, was hit by a tsunami, although everything is now back to normal.

●

We will visit the magical Maya Beach, made famous by the film, The Beach with Leonardo Di Caprio.

●

Afterwards a Thai lunch awaits in the bay of Ton Sai.

●

In the afternoon, we return to the ship.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

Comfortable shoes and sportswear are recommended.

●

Do not forget to bring swimwear, a towel, sunglasses and sun cream.

●

This tour is not recommended for guests who suffer from sea sickness and those who have mobility problems.

●

At the Boat Lagoon Pier there will be a bathroom stop.

●

We recommend bringing insect repellent.

●

The jet ski transfer from the Boat Lagoon takes approximately 1 hour.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6079

8 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 160.00

EUR 120.00

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Water Activity

Meal Included

Phuket
Costa Fortuna - Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand
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THE TEMPLES OF PHUKET
Description
The island of Phuket has a rich religious heritage characterised by extremely varied temples and sanctuaries which create a
fascinating architectural contrast which must be discovered
What we will see
●

Temple of Jui Tui

●

Wat Phra Thong

●

Visit to the beaches on the west coastline

●

Promthep Cape

●

Wat Chalong

●

Thai lunch

●

Shopping

What we will do
●

Our excursion begins at the temple of Jui Tui, a typically Chinese temple, the architectural style of which is notably different
from the Thai style, which constantly attracts believers, eager to have their future read.

●

We will then move onto the Buddhist temple of Wat Phra Thong or Wat Phra Phud, where we can admire the famous halfburied golden Buddha statue.

●

Continuing along the magical road along the island's western coastline, we pass the amazing beaches of Kamala, Patong, Kata
and Karon** to arrive at the island's southern high point.

●

From Promthep Cape it is possible to take some photos and take in the splendid views of the surrounding islands, the
marvellous beach of Nai Harn and the windmills.

●

Our final visit takes us to Wat Chalong, Phuket's most famous temple, which according to the Thai people, protects the island
from evil. Inside, there are bronze depictions of the three famous monks, who are greatly respected by the inhabitants of
Phuket: Luang Por Chaem, Luang Por Kleam and Luang Por Chuang.

●

Once lunch time arrives, we will head to a Thai restaurant where we can sample exquisite, typical, local dishes.

●

Now that we are full, we can do some shopping and purchase local handicrafts, pewter items, wood sculptures, Thai silk, pearls
and rocks.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

Comfortable shoes are recommended.

●

Dress code that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.

●

You must remove footwear and wear socks to enter the Temple. Legs and shoulders must be covered.

●

We recommend bringing insect repellent.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.
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INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6077

8 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 95.00

EUR 71.25

Type
Sightseeing
Most wanted

Cultural

Good for shopping

Disabled friendly

Meal Included

Phuket
THE ISLANDS OF PHANG NGA BAY
Description
A thrilling boat tour to explore some of the magical sights of the Phang Nga Bay
What we will see
●

Phang Nga Bay

●

Koh Ping Ghan (Island of James Bond)

●

Koh Tapu (Nail Island)

●

Koh Panyee

●

Rang Yai

●

Free time on the beach

What we will do
●

On board a speedboat we will leave Royal Phuket Marina and head for the mangroves and channels of Phang Nga Bay.

●

Our journey continues onto an array of chalky rock towers which emerge from the water and lead right up to the marvellous
Koh Ping Ghan, also known as the Island of James Bond, famous for providing the backdrop for the James Bond film, "The
Man with the Golden Gun".

●

The beauty of Koh Tapu (Nail Island), next to the Island of James Bond, will literally leave us speechless. Some advertising
campaigns for famous perfumes were staged here.

●

We will then head to Koh Panyee, where we will visit an old fisherman's village which dates back 150 years. Here, it is possible
to speak to local people, visit the island's mosque with its striking minaret and stroll around amongst the "stalls and shops"
within this small community, entirely supported by piles.

●

Once we leave the island, we will head onto the island of Rang Yai, where a delicious lunch awaits.

●

In the afternoon we will have some free time to relax on the island's splendid beach and cool off swimming in the crystal-clear
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waters.
●

Finally, we will return to our speed boat and go back to the Royal Phuket Marina where the coaches awaits to take us back to
the ship.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

Comfortable shoes and sportswear are recommended.

●

Do not forget to bring swimwear, a towel, sunglasses and sun cream.

●

This tour is not recommended for guests who suffer from sea sickness and those who have mobility problems.

●

At the Boat Lagoon Pier there will be a bathroom stop.

●

We recommend bringing insect repellent.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6078

8 Hours approximately

Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 185.00

EUR 138.75

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Most wanted

Meal Included

Water Activity

Cultural

Good for shopping

Phuket
RELAXING AT KATA BEACH
Description
If your ideal way of relaxing and enjoying by lying next to the pool and sunbathing while enjoying the tropical heat, then this is a
perfect choice for you. You will have a transfer to one of the leading hotels on this island. Upon arrival at the hotel, you can choose
to sunbath and swim at the hotel's pool or at the nearby beach.
Please Note: This tour is not recommended for guests with mobility problems. Do not forget your swimming costume, towel, sunglasses and plenty of sun lotion. Guests must be in good physical condition and good swimmers in order to participate in this tour.
Hats for protection against sun are recommended. Space is limited, so please reserve early. Don't forget to bring mosquitos
repellent.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6070

6 1/2 Hours approximately

Costa Fortuna - Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand
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Type
Water Activity

Recommended to
families

Sports Lovers

Disabled friendly

Meal Included

Phuket
THE PEARLS OF PHUKET AND SAFARI ISLAND
Description
A dynamic excursion which presents various aspects of Phuket: the Safari Island adventure, visit to the city's main temples and a visit
to the cashew production site
What we will see
●

Rubber plantations

●

Local dwellings

●

Mosques of Phuket

●

Safari Island

●

Wat Chaiyathararam

●

Visit to the cashew production site with tasting

●

Shopping

What we will do
●

Our adventurous excursion begins with a short tour where we will see the island's rubber plantations, local dwellings and the
mosques (tour of the exterior).

●

Once we arrive at Safari Island, a site which uniquely fuses the love for ecology with adventure, we will have the opportunity to
sample the thrill of climbing on elephant-back and the chance to admire the evolution of the hulking great brutes whilst
watching an entertaining show.

●

If desired, it is also possible to feed the pachyderm (fruit can be purchased on-site).

●

After the show, we will head to one of the island's most-loved temples, Wat Chaiyathararam or Wat Chalong, a monastery
near to the city of Phuket. This sanctuary is also known as Wat Luang Pho Cham, to honour the monk, who in 1876, during
the reign of Rama V, helped put down the rebellion led by Chinese labourers, known as Angyeee.

●

The next stop on our tour will lead us to the site where cashews or cashew nuts, one of the island's most important production
elements, are produced. During our visit, we will see all stages from harvesting to the end product, and then we will taste the
end result in a much-welcomed tasting session.

●

It would be a real shame not to purchase this delicious product to take home with you.

●

The last leg of our tour provides time to purchase souvenirs, local products, handicrafts, pearls and rocks.

●

Casual clothing that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.
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●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

You have to climb a flight of steps to reach Wat Chaiyathararam.

●

This excursion involves standing and walking for a total of one and a half hours.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

●

During the visit to Island Safari, as in the rest of the tour, guests may be split into small groups.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6072

5 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 60.00

EUR 45.00

Type
Eco Natural Trail

Cultural

Good for shopping

Fun

Recommended to
families

Most wanted

Phuket
THE PEARLS OF PHUKET AND A FOLKLORE SHOW
Description
This tour includes a sightseeing tour of the island, trips to Phuket's major attractions, the magnificent views from Promthep Cape, a
spectacular folklore show and the orchid nursery within the Thai village
What we will see
●

Promthep Cape

●

Wat Chaiyathararam

●

Phuket Orchid Garden & Thai Village

●

Folklore show

●

Shopping

What we will do
●

Our fascinating excursion begins from a privileged viewpoint: Promthep Cape, the most southern rocky promontory on the
island which goes out into the sea offering a spectacular view of the almost perfect crescent-shaped beach of Nai Harn.

●

After a short journey, we will visit one of the island's most loved temples, Wat Chaiyathararam or Wat Chalong. Inside, there
are depictions of the three famous monks, who, according to tradition, had supernatural powers. Inside, we will also find the
statue of Luang Pho Cham, the abbot, who in 1876, during the reign of Rama V, helped put down the rebellion led by
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Chinese labourers, known as Angyeee.
●

Not far from the Buddhist temple, we will find Phuket Orchid Garden & Thai Village; after digesting the interesting visit to the
splendid orchid nursery, we will head to Thai Village and see a traditional folklore show, which presents local traditions and
customs.

●

Lastly, before returning to the ship, it is possible to spend some time in the local shops to buy souvenirs, handicrafts, local
products, pearls and rocks.

●

Clothing that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.

●

You must remove footwear and wear socks to enter the Temple. Legs and shoulders must be covered.

●

We recommend bringing insect repellent.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

Afternoon departure.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6074

5 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 65.00

EUR 48.75

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Disabled friendly

Phuket
DINNER AND SHOW AT PHUKET FANTASEA THEME PARK
Description
An excursion that will allow us to discover traditional Thai cuisine and admire a wonderful show that will excite and enthral us.
What we will see
●

Phuket FantaSea theme park

●

Buffet dinner in the restaurant

●

"Fantasy of a Kingdom" show

What we will do
●

A coach will take us to Phuket FantaSea theme park, 140 acres dedicated to evening entertainment with restaurants, Las
Vegas style shows, merry-go-rounds, games, a little market and lots more.

●

Our exciting evening will start with a buffet dinner in an elegant restaurant in the park, which will offer us a taste of Thai
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cuisine, which is becoming increasingly popular across the world.
After dinner, we will head to the nearby theatre where we will attend the extraordinary “Fantasy of a Kingdom” show, offering

●

us an entertaining mix of culture and magic.
Designed by international experts and local professionals, the show brings Thailand's history and culture to the stage, with a

●

plot inspired by myths and legends that are told through musical performances and dance aimed at entertaining and amazing
the audience.
The show perfectly combines various artistic disciplines: art and illusion, special effects and pyrotechnics, aerial displays and

●

tightrope walking, all involving acrobats, actors, dancers and animals (even elephants!) in a crescendo of emotions that will
leave us lost for words.
●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

Do not forget to bring insect repellent with you.

●

This excursion does not include a guide.

●

A local guide will provide general information in English.

●

It is not permitted to use cameras during the show. They must be left at the theatre entrance.

●

The excursion will take place in the evening.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6084

5 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 115.00

EUR 86.25

Type
Fun

Recommended to
families

Disabled friendly

Most wanted

Meal Included

Phuket
CANOE RIDE AROUND THE ISLAND OF KOH PANAK AND DINNER AT SUNSET
Description
A thrilling canoe experience in Phang Nga bay, where we can admire stunning natural scenes and take in the breathtaking sunset
over the sea as we enjoy dinner on our boat.
What we will see
●

Cruise of Phang Nga Bay

●

Island of Koh Panak

●

Exploring the island by canoe

●

Thai dinner on board
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What we will do
●

After leaving the port, our coach will take us to Por Bay, where we will enjoy a **marvellous boat ride in Phang Nga Bay with its
spectacular nature, lush mangroves and limestone rocks eroded by the sea.

●

Our boat cruise will take us to the island of Koh Panak, where cliffs covered in tropical vegetation conceal some stunning
interior lagoons.

●

We will experience the thrill of exploring the island in a canoe, passing natural landscapes dotted with caves, stalactites and
stalagmites.

●

Then we will return to our boat and be lost for words as we admire the sunset painting the horizon pink as we are served a
buffet dinner of typical Thai dishes.

●

Meanwhile, we will head to the harbour from where we will set off on our return journey to the ship.

●

We recommend that you wear comfortable shoes and clothes and bring a change of clothes.

●

Do not forget to bring swimwear, a towel, sunglasses, a hat, sun cream and insect repellent.

●

Capacity per canoe: 2 people.

●

Waterproof bags for cameras and video cameras will be provided on board.

●

In some parts of the cave where the cave ceiling is very low, we will have to lie down in the canoe for a few moments.

●

You need to be able to swim and be physically fit for this excursion.

●

The presence of many bats in the caves may cause unpleasant smells.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6088

8 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 139.00

EUR 104.25

Type
Sightseeing
Recommended to
families

Eco Natural Trail
Sports Lovers

Water Activity

Fun

Meal Included

Phuket
CANOE ADVENTURE
Description
An emotional canoe experience in the bay of Phang Nga, where we can admire stunning natural settings and eat lunch whilst
admiring the sparkling sea
What we will see
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●

Canoe experience in Koh Panak

●

Buffet lunch on boat

What we will do
●

After leaving the port, our coach will take us to the bay of Por, where we will take a marvellous boat ride amongst the
spectacular natural views the bay of Phang Nga offers: thriving mangroves and limestone rocks eroded by the sea
characterise this truly unique landscape.

●

Our excursion leads us onto Koh Panak, the island where we can experience the authentic emotion of crossing natural
landscapes sprinkled with sea caves, stalagmites and stalactites by canoe.

●

Speechlessly admiring the splendid views of the sparkling sea on board a typical local boat, we will be served a buffet lunch of
typical, traditional Thai dishes.

●

Meanwhile, we will head to the harbour from where we will set off on our return journey by ship.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

For safety reasons, the visit to the caves is subject to the tide.

●

It is recommended that you wear comfortable clothing and shoes, such as shorts and a swimming costume, as well as a hat
and sunglasses.

●

Do not forget to bring a towel, sun cream and insect repellent.

●

We recommend bringing a change of clothing with you.

●

Passengers per canoe: 2 passengers.

●

Waterproof bags for cameras and video cameras will be provided on board.

●

In some parts of the cave where the cave ceiling is very low it is necessary to lie down in the canoe for a few moments.

●

You need to be able to swim and be physically fit for this excursion.

●

The presence of many bats in the caves may cause unpleasant smells.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6089

8 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 139.00

EUR 104.25

Type
Sightseeing
Recommended to
families

Eco Natural Trail
Sports Lovers

Water Activity

Fun

Meal Included

Penang
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CLASSIC TOUR OF GEORGETOWN IN THE STATE OF PENANG
Description
A pleasant excursion to inebriate our senses with the views and scents of Georgetown to enjoy a true Malaysian experience and
surround ourselves with the most authentic sides of the city and region of Penang.
What we will see
●

Khoo Kongsi

●

Baba Nyonya Museum

What we will do
●

We leave the port and head to Khoo Kongsi, the building where a Chinese clan used to meet and is now one of the country’s
most extraordinary constructions of great historic and cultural value. The Chinese term “kongsi” literally means “company” or
“meeting hall”. These facilities had a number of functions and services both for families belonging to the same clan and to
facilitate relationships between Chinese migrants, to celebrate civil and religious ceremonies - especially those relating to the
cult of the ancestors - and to foster business relationships. The richness and complex structure of a “kongsi” can reflect the
status of a particular clan and its position within the local economy.

●

As regards the architecture of Khoo Kongsi, we can see how the walls, columns and roof are decorated with complex carvings,
statues, detailed painting and coloured tiles.

●

We then move to visit another of Georgetown’s gems, the Baba Nuonya museum, also known as “Pinang Peranakan Mansion”
or “Chung Keng Kwee Museum”, as it used to be the private residence of the Chinese Chief of the Hai San Secret Society. The
building, a magnificent eclectic villa, is a true architectural marvel. The late Victorian influence is particularly evident in the
profusion of cast-iron decorations, among the few in Penang to have survived the Japanese occupation.

●

The accurate restoration work, the splendid antique furniture and magnificent woodwork will leave us truly speechless.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

Comfortable shoes are recommended.

●

Dress code that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.

●

We recommend bringing insect repellent.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6250

3 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 55.00

EUR 41.25

Type
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Cultural

Recommended to
families

Penang
GEORGETOWN FROM HISTORIC BUILDINGS TO MARVELLOUS GARDENS
Description
An incredible excursion through the suburbs of Georgetown to discover beautiful botanic gardens without forgetting the city’s historic
gems.
What we will see
Penang Government House
Gigantic goldenrain trees
Penang Botanical Gardens
Batik factory
Baba Nyonya Heritage Museum
Chung Keng Kwee
What we will do
While crossing the main commercial neighbourhood of the Georgetown suburbs, we admire the Penang Government House.
On our way towards the Botanical Gardens, we drive along streets flanked with gigantic goldenrain trees, fantastic residential
buildings and some amazing colonial houses built under British rule.
We finally reach the marvellous Penang Botanical Gardens, also known as the Waterfall Gardens, where we take a lovely stroll. In the
park, opened by the British in 1884, we can admire various species of indigenous and hybrid orchids, cactuses, ferns, bamboo plants
as well as flowering trees and shrubs and, if not too shy, we might also spot a few long-tailed macaques.
A hundred meters from the entrance of the Botanical Gardens, there is a batik factory where we can observe how fabric is
decorated using wax and dyes.
We then move on to the lively seafront, where we can admire evocative stilt houses built by the first Chinese immigrants, a precious
testimony of Penang’s past.
Our next stop is the Baba Nyonya Heritage Museum, also known as Pinang Peranakan Mansion or Chung Keng Kwee Museum, as it
used to be the private residence of the Chinese Chief of the Hai San Secret Society. The building is a magnificent eclectic villa and is
a true architectural marvel. The late-Victorian influence is particularly evident in the profusion of cast-iron decorations, among the
few in Penang to have survived Japanese occupation. The palace was completely restored and now displays beautiful antique
furniture and precious woodwork.
A Baba guide expert in Baba Nyonya culture and Chinese Feng Shui will illustrate in detail the meaning of many of the items on
display.
In the family temple next to the building, there is a life-size statue of Chung Keng Kwee himself in traditional Mandarin clothing with
a Manchu hat.
There is limited availability of English-language guides; if these are not available the local guide's commentary will be translated by a
local interpreter.
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The itinerary may be subject to change.
Comfortable shoes are recommended.
Dress code that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.
Footwear must be removed and socks must be worn to enter the temple.
We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.
We recommend bringing insect repellent.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6252

3 1/2 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 50.00

EUR 37.50

Type
Cultural

Good for shopping

Penang
SPIRITUAL GEORGETOWN
Description
An evocative journey to discover the more spiritual soul of Georgetown and its beautiful Buddhist temples followed by a visit to the
enchanting nature of the Butterfly Farm.
What we will see
Kek Lok Si Buddhist Temple
Thai Buddhist Temple
Burmese Buddhist Temple
Butterfly
Shopping mall
Malaysian village
What we will do
The first stop on our tour is Kek Lok Si, the largest Buddhist temple in South-East Asia. The monument is located on a hill on the
outskirts of the city and is made up of a series of building including the ¿Pagoda of Ten Thousand Buddhas¿, so called due to its
countless alabaster and bronze Buddha statues. The artificial lake surrounded by a garden and known as ¿Sacred Turtle Pond¿ is
also very picturesque, as it is populated with hundreds of turtles which, in the Chinese tradition, are symbols of longevity, strength
and patience.
We then head to the colourful Thai Buddhist Temple with its statue of the reclining Buddha, the fourth longest in the world (32
metres long).
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The Burmese Buddhist Temple located across the road is a further testimony of Penang’s wealth of cultural diversity.
After lunch, we reach Batu Ferringhi, the northernmost tip of Penang, where we visit the Butterfly Farm. Here, we have to
opportunity to enter a wonderful aviary surrounded by a myriad of tropical butterflies.
We then move on to a large shopping centre where we can take advantage of the competitive prices thanks to the weak Malaysian
Ringgit and absence of custom duties.
Before returning to the ship, we stop at a tranquil Malaysian village to take a few photos.
There is limited availability of English-language guides; if these are not available the local guide's commentary will be translated by a
local interpreter.
We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.
The itinerary may be subject to change.
Comfortable shoes are recommended.
Dress code that is appropriate for the places of worship to be visited is recommended.
The Kek Lok Si Temple has a flight of 100 steps.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6253

7 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 104.00

EUR 78.00

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Most wanted

Meal Included

Penang
SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF THE ISLAND OF PENANG
Description
From the busy seafront of Georgetown to the Penang countryside - this tour will enable us to see the whole island and admire some
its most interesting sights.
What we will see
Khoo Kongsi
Panoramic view of the Batu Ferringhi bay
Batik local shop
Kampungs
What we will do
Our excursion starts with a visit to the renowned Khoo Kongsi temple, the most sumptuous in all of Malaysia whose walls, pillars and
roofs are decorated with carvings representing the marks of Chinese master craftsmen. The temple was rebuilt in 1920 after being
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destroyed by a fire probably caused by lightning. Due to its similarity to the Chinese Imperial Palace, many interpreted the event as a
divine omen. The original structure was much bigger than that rebuilt in 1906. The current temple, however, boasts a hall decorated
with richly carved sculptures and beams decorated by master craftsmen coming directly from China.
From the temple, located on Penang’s northern side, we can admire the lovely panoramic view of the beautiful Batu Ferringhi's bays.
We then stop in a local batik shop, where we can appreciate the great skill with which fabric is decorated using wax and dye, while
carnation and walnut essences inebriate our senses on the way through the hills.
We make a brief stop at a fruit stall selling spices and typical local fruit.
Before heading back to the port, we will also explore the other side of Penang with its tranquil Malay or Kampung villages where we
can take in the authentic Malaysian spirit.
There is limited availability of English-language guides; if these are not available the local guide's commentary will be translated by a
local interpreter.
The itinerary may be subject to change.
Comfortable shoes are recommended.
We recommend bringing insect repellent.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6254

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 62.00

EUR 46.50

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Recommended to
families

Penang
GOLDEN SANDS RESORT
Description
An excursion dedicated to the height of relaxation in the sun on the marvellous white Batu Ferringhi beaches.
What we will see
Wonderful beaches of Batu Ferringhi
Golden Sands Resort
What we will do
Our excursion on the island of Penang takes us directly to Batu Ferringhi on the northern side, where the most beautiful and popular
of the island’s beaches are located.
Also known as ¿Foreigner's Rock¿, this place is very popular not only with tourists but also with the locals, who have been coming
here for centuries.
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We are welcomed in an exclusive resort directly overlooking the beach with its coconut trees, whose green leaves are in striking
contrast with the blue of the ocean.
This resort is without doubt the best place to relax in the sun on the white beach of the Shangri-La bay or to go for a refreshing dip.
This excursion does not include a guide. A local rep will provide general information in English.
Access to the hotel swimming pool is not included in the tour.
We recommend remaining within the netted swimming area to avoid jellyfish stings.
We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.
Do not forget to bring swimwear and sun cream.
We recommend bringing insect repellent.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6283

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 65.00

EUR 48.75

Type
Water Activity

Recommended to
families

Port Klang/Kuala Lumpur
CLASSIC KUALA LUMPUR AND THE NATIONAL MUSEUM
Description
An interesting excursion upon the discovery of Kuala Lumpur's major buildings, which without a doubt, is the most dynamic city in
Asia.
What we will see

Covered market of Petaling Street_Central market_National Museum_Buffet lunch in a typical Malaysian restaurant_Golden
Triangle, financial districtPetronas Twin Towers_Independence Square_Railway station_National Mosque_Royal Palace
What we will do
There is limited availability of English-language guides.
Comfortable shoes and casual clothing are recommended.
The itinerary may be subject to change.
The coach transfer from Port Klang to Kuala Lumpur takes approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes.
We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

INFORMATIONS
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Code

Duration

Level

6391

8 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 114.00

EUR 85.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Meal Included

Port Klang/Kuala Lumpur
KUALA LUMPUR, THE GARDEN CITY
Description
An evocative walk through the evergreen large parks and gardens of Kuala Lumpur, quite rightly named the "Garden city".
What we will see

Lake Gardens_Railway station of Kuala Lumpur_Independence Square_Sultan Abdul Samad Building.Aquarium_Petronas Twin
Towers and enormous park
What we will do
●

The first stop on our tour is Lake Gardens. Spanning over 90 hectares of undulating ground, they present extremely varied
plantlife which never fails to win over those looking for peace and tranquillity amongst the greenery.

●

Inside we will find the Orchid Garden, the Hibiscus Garden and the Butterfly Park.

●

We will then head to the centre, passing in front of the railway station of Kuala Lumpur, built in 1910 according to Moorish
style.

●

We will then catch sight of Independence Square, surrounded by extraordinary buildings such as the Anglican Church and the
most famous monument in the city, the Sultan Abdul Samad Building. The next electrifying stop will be the Aquarium. Located
within the KL Convention Centre Building and spanning over 5,500 m2, the enormous aquarium includes some of the most
fascinating sea creatures, not only from Malaysia but from across the world. The Aquarium will lead us on an unparalleled
journey: from the colourful coral reefs to the dark ocean caves. An ocean to be discovered and additionally at the heart of the
city.

●

Immediately after we will enjoy a buffet lunch of Malaysian speciality dishes in a local restaurant.

●

Finally after a short journey, we will arrive at the last stop: the Petronas Twin Towers, the tallest twin skyscrapers in the world
(452 m) and the enormous surrounding park, the ideal place to take a photo before returning to the ship.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

Comfortable shoes and sportswear are recommended.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

The coach transfer from Port Klang to Kuala Lumpur takes approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.
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INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6392

8 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 114.00

EUR 85.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Most wanted

Meal Included

Port Klang/Kuala Lumpur
A WALK UPON THE DISCOVERY OF KUALA LUMPUR'S HISTORICAL AND
CULTURAL HERITAGE
Description
An evocative tour dedicated to the most nostalgic attractions within Kuala Lumpur's ancient areas: the picturesque Chinatown and
the city's colonial buildings.
What we will see
●

Covered bazaars of Chinatown

●

Central Market

●

Old Tudor Cricket Club

●

Anglican Church

●

Tarik tea sampling

●

Photography break at Petronas Twin Towers

●

KL Tower with panoramic view

What we will do
●

On foot, we will visit the historic areas of Kuala Lumpur, which highlight the colourful, colonial and architectural heritage, the
lively fusion of culture and the city's major tourist areas.

●

Firstly, we will walk along the banks of the river, where the first colonists landed. We will visit Chinatown's popular covered
bazaar, the artistic Central Market, the general district of the British government, the Old Tudor Cricket Club, the Anglican
Church, the place where the first colony established itself in the city, the oldest mosque, Chinese and Indian temples and
much more.

●

We will sample Tarik tea (literally, "strained tea"), a local beverage, and typical Malaysian sweet fritters.

●

We will cross the centre by coach, taking a photo stop at the Petronas Twin Towers (the tallest twin skyscrapers in the world at
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452 m) to arrive at the restaurant where a typical Malaysian buffet lunch awaits.
●

Finally, before returning to the port, we will head to the KL Tower, where we can enjoy a fantastic view of the city.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

Comfortable walking shoes and casual clothing are recommended in addition to a hat for protection from the sun during the
walk in the city centre.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

●

The walk takes approximately 2 hours and 30 minutes.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

The coach transfer from Port Klang to Kuala Lumpur takes approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6395

8 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 94.00

EUR 70.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Most wanted

Meal Included

Port Klang/Kuala Lumpur
BATU CAVES AND SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF KUALA LUMPUR
Description
An excellent combination of local craftsmanship in the suburbs of Kuala Lumpur and the wealth of colour of the impressive Batu
caves.
What we will see
●

Batu Caves

●

Visit to the Royal Selangor pewter factory

●

Torri Petronas

What we will do
●

The first stop will be at the Batu caves, a natural splendour which has no shortage of visitors. Composed of three main caves
and various smaller ones: the tallest one houses a Hindu sanctuary, which can be accessed using a stairway with 272 steps,
allowing you to climb the steep and jagged walls of this limestone surface.* A typical lunch in a local restaurant awaits.

●

In the afternoon, we will visit the Royal Selangor pewter factory, the largest pewter manufacturing industry in the world,
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founded in 1885, where we can see the work of skilled craftsmen.
●

The last stop before returning to the port will be the Petronas Twin Towers, the tallest twin skyscrapers in the world (452 m).

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

Comfortable shoes and sportswear are recommended.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

●

The tour to the Batu Caves is very tiring and it involves climbing a flight of 272 steps. It is therefore necessary to be physically
fit for this excursion.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

The coach journey from the Port Klang to the Batu Caves takes approximately 2 hours.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6396

8 Hours approximately

Hard

Adult price

Child price

EUR 99.00

EUR 74.25

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Cultural

Meal Included

Port Klang/Kuala Lumpur
FREE EXCURSION OF KUALA LUMPUR
Description
Free excursion of the centre of the most dynamic city in Asia, Kuala Lumpur
What we will see
●

Centre of Kuala Lumpur

●

Petronas Twin Towers

●

Lot 10 commercial centre

What we will do
●

We will explore Kuala Lumpur, a fashionable, lively city.

●

During the journey, an English speaking guide will point out the most interesting places to visit.

●

Not to be missed, the famous Petronas Twin Towers, one of the most impressive works of human engineering standing at 452
metres tall.

●

The coach will take us to Lot 10,a modern commercial centre in the Bukit Bintang area.
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●

The coach transfer from Port Klang to Kuala Lumpur takes approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes.

●

This excursion does not include a guide. A local courier will provide general information in English.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6397

8 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 35.00

EUR 26.25

Type
Sightseeing

Singapore
VISIT TO THE GARDENS BY THE BAY NATURE PARK (ending at the airport)
Description
A unique and extraordinary opportunity to visit Singapore's latest incredible attraction which showcases biodiversity and sustainability:
the Gardens by the Bay Nature Park.
What we will see
●

Visit to the Gardens by the Bay

●

Shopping and casino at the Hotel Marina Bay Sands

What we will do
●

Gardens by the Bay is the city's new botanic park, spanning 101 hectares, of which a little less than 17000 sq m is covered
by two enormous greenhouses, which showcase sustainability and boast bioclimatic structures.

●

A visit to the park will also allow us to explore the outdoor gardens and see the Supertree Grove, a forest of gigantic trees 50
metres high with a reinforced concrete core and a steel frame trunk, covered with vertical gardens which are made up of
163,000 plants and 200 species of flowers. In 11 of these structures there are solar panels, which provide the complex with
electrical energy.

●

Supertree Grove boasts an aerial walkway (the OCBC Skyway) which links several trees making it possible to see the whole
park from above.

●

We then explore the botanical heritage with a visit to the park's two greenhouses: Flower Dome, with a semi-arid
Mediterranean climate, and Cloud Forest, which recreates a rainforest environment. These two domes represent a design
innovation and, surprisingly they are cool havens: indeed, the rare species housed here come from cooler climes than the
sultry Singapore climate.
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●

Wandering along the garden pathways, we come to the*Hotel Marina Bay Sands*, where we have some free time to enjoy the
wide selection of shops, the casino and to admire the spectacular architecture.

●

There is limited availability of English-speaking guides. * We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of
places are available.

●

Itinerary sequence may vary.

●

The excursion is only available for guests disembarking in Singapore with flights departing from 5.30pm onwards and
assuming that the cruise ship's expected time of arrival in Singapore is 9.00am. If the cruise ship's expected time of arrival in
Singapore is 2pm, the excursion is reserved for disembarking guests with flights departing after 10pm.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6398

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 89.00

EUR 66.75

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Recommended to
families

Singapore
DISCOVERING SENTOSA AND SINGAPORE SIGHTSEEING
Description
The perfect excursion for all those who wish to discover the fourth largest island of the archipelago of Singapore: Sentosa
What we will see
●

Tiger Sky Tower

●

Little India

●

Botanical gardens

What we will do
●

This tour begins with a short journey by monorail from dry land to the island of Sentosa.

●

Once we arrive, we will climb the Tiger Sky Tower, a panoramic tower with a rotating platform which stands 131 metres above
sea level. From here we can enjoy a unique view of Singapore and its islands to the south.

●

After having discovered the island from above, we will also explore Sentosa on foot: our next stop is Little India, where we will
be welcomed by colourful roads and the energy which can be found everywhere. Little India homes the local Indian
community, and strolling along the roads, we will take in a flood of aromas, spices and take in a kaleidoscope of colour, sounds
and scents. Here we will find all sorts of merchandise, Indian silk, brassware and inlaid objects.
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●

Our tour continues onto the botanical gardens, a great example of the splendid park this tropical island has to offer, which
homes thousands of plant species reflecting the variety and richness of global plant life. The Orchid national garden, found
within the botanical gardens, boasts the largest collection of orchids in the world, with 60,000 presented within a natural
setting.

●

After the visit we will return to the ship.

●

If the Sky Tower is closed due to inclement weather, the excursion will include a visit to the Merlion Statue.

●

The excursion is reserved for guests who do not disembark in Singapore.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6821

4 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 60.00

EUR 45.00

Type
Sightseeing

Recommended to
families

Singapore
VISIT TO THE PARK GARDENS BY THE BAY
Description
A unique and extraordinary opportunity to visit the latest incredible attraction Singapore has to offer, nestled amongst biodiversity
and sustainability: the Park Gardens by the Bay
What we will see
●

Visit to the Gardens by the Bay

●

Shopping and casino at the Hotel Marina Bay Sands

What we will do
●

Gardens by the Bay is the city's new botanical garden, covering a surface area of 101 hectares, of which no less than 17,000
square metres feature two enormous greenhouses, known for their sustainability and the bioclimatic type structure.

●

A visit to the park allows us to explore the outdoor gardens and admire the Supertree Grove, a forest of giant trees in
perforated cement and steel, which stand 50 metres tall and green walls featuring 163,000 plants and 200 flower species.
Eleven of these structures feature solar panels, which provide electrical energy to the complex.

●

Supertree Grove boasts an overhead walkway (OCBC Skyway) which joins some trees and allows us to admire the entire park
from above.

●

We will then explore the botanical heritage with a visit to the park's two greenhouses: Flower Dome, with its Mediterranean
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and semi-arid climate, and Cloud Forest, which has a rainforest environment. These two domes represent a design innovation
and, quite unique, in this case, they are the place where you can catch some fresh air: the rare species present originate from
more temperate climates in comparison to the classic muggy Singapore climate.
●

Walking along the garden pathways, we will arrive at'Hotel Marina Bay Sands, where we will have some free time to
appreciate the large selection of shops, the casino and admire the extraordinary architecture.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

This excursion is reserved for guests who do not disembark in Sinpagore.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6255

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 80.00

EUR 60.00

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Recommended to
families

Singapore
THE ESSENCE OF SINGAPORE
Description
The city of Singapore is a melting pot of different cultures. Let us discover three different co-existing traditions - the Chinese, the
Malaysian and the Indian - as well as the vestiges of the British colonial domination. We end the excursion with a boat tour with
panoramic views where old merges with modern in a unique skyline.
What we will see
●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

●

Guests with mobility problems will not be able to take part in the trishaw ride and river cruise.

●

The trishaw ride lasts around 20/30 minutes.

●

The boat is not air conditioned.

●

This excursion is conducted in English.

INFORMATIONS
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Code

Duration

0105

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 94.00

EUR 70.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Tasting

Singapore
PANORAMIC TOUR OF SINGAPORE WITH A VISIT TO THE ZOO (ending at the
airport)
Description
In addition to being a city with a rich historic and cultural legacy, Singapore is also a city where the local and non-local flora and
fauna are protected and promoted in two beautiful parks that we visit during a panoramic tour of this dynamic city.
What we will see
●

Visit to zoological garden

●

Show at zoo

●

Singapore Botanic Gardens

●

Local Chinese cuisine Lunch

●

Little India

●

Arab Street and the Sultan Mosque

●

Colonial area

●

Chinatown

●

Singapore City Gallery

What we will do
●

Our tour begins in the morning with a panoramic tour of the northern part of the island, which will take us to one of the city's
most interesting attractions: Singapore's zoological garden. The zoological park stretches across 26 hectares of the dense
tropical forest of Mandai, where more than 2,800 animals belonging to more than 300 species of mammals, birds and
reptiles live in a protected environment which was designed to match their natural habitat as closely as possible. Comfortably
seated in a mini electric train, we soon see some very interesting animals: owls, gibbons, binturongs and spider monkeys.

●

We then have some free time to see other species before watching a show in the amphitheatre where the main actors are the
animals themselves.

●

Our next stop after the zoo is at the Singapore Botanic Gardens, which boast the largest collection of orchids in the world and
60,000 plant types exhibited in a natural setting.

●

We then go back to the city centre for lunch to discover the local Chinese cuisine.
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●

After lunch we stop briefly in the lively neighbourhood of Little India and then proceed by coach crossing Arab Street to see
the Sultan Mosque with its majestic gold dome.

●

Our next stop is the colonial area, where we have a brief photo stop before going to Chinatown, where we witness the
coexistence of different religions and cultures in the same city, literally side by side.

●

Il nostro interessante tour alla scoperta di Singapore si conclude con una visita alla Singapore City Gallery,

●

Our interesting discovery tour of Singapore ends with a visit to the Singapore City Gallery, where you can see how the city has
been transformed over the past 50 years through a multi-sensory experience, following which we then return to the cruise
liner terminal.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

Comfortable footwear and casual clothing are recommended.

●

The coach parking facility is approximately 10 minutes' walking distance from the ship.

●

On the mini train ride at the zoo and during the show in the amphitheatre information will only be provided in English.

●

This excursion ends at the airport and is only available to disembarking guests whose flights depart after 19:00 hrs.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6098

7 Hours approximately

Easy

Cultural

Fun

Adult price

Child price

EUR 110.00

EUR 82.50

Type
Eco Natural Trail

Recommended to
families

Most wanted

Meal Included

Singapore
THE SPIRIT OF SINGAPORE (ending at the airport)
Description
Colonial and multicultural, a modern city which is anxious to preserve its natural heritage: this tour takes us to the vibrant city of
Singapore to admire the contrasts which make it so unique.
What we will see
●

Little India

●

Place of arrival of Sir Raffles

●

Parliament House

●

Victoria Theatre
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●

Empress Place Building

●

City Hall

●

Supreme Court

●

Raffles Hotel

●

Merlion

●

Shenton Way

●

Chinatown

●

Botanic gardens

●

Mount Faber

What we will do
●

Our first destination is the exotic neighbourhood of Little India where the lively stalls and the colourful, refurbished shops are
permeated by the fragrance of jasmine garlands. The vendors have an enormous selection of wares ranging from saris to
aromatic spices and the most complex and diverse shaped ornaments.

●

The next stage takes us to the place where Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, the founder of Singapore, first set foot on this land in
1819 (at the mouth of the Singapore River).

●

We proceed with our tour to the city centre, where we see the Parliament Building, the Victoria Theatre, the*Empress Place

Building* and the many refurbished buildings from the colonial era which have been restored to their former splendour.
●

Back on the coach, we admire the other colonial buildings including City Hall, the Supreme Court and the*Raffles Hotel*.

●

A tour of the main attractions of Singapore has to include the statue of Merlion, the mythological figure with the head of a lion
and the body of a fish which is now a symbol of the city.

●

After crossing the Singapore River*, our coach crosses* Shenton Way*, also known as the Wall Street of Asia, to enter the

historic neighbourhood of* Chinatown**.
●

A walk through the narrow streets and alleys of this picturesque neighbourhood with its traditional Chinese medicine stores,
acupuncturists and calligraphers which are a reflection of the habits and customs of the people who live and work here, feels
like a return to the past.

●

Our tour continues to the Singapore Botanic Gardens, recently declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site,, which house
60,000 plants in a natural setting, including the largest collection of orchids in the world.

●

Our tour comes to an end when we stop at Mount Faber,where we can enjoy a unique view of Sentosa Island and Singapore's
skyline.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

Comfortable footwear and casual clothing are recommended.

●

The coach parking facility is approximately 10 minutes' walking distance from the ship.

●

There is limited availability of English-speaking guides. The excursion ends at the airport.

●

The excursion is only available for guests disembarking in Singapore with flights departing from 5.30pm onwards, assuming
that the cruise ship's expected time of arrival in Singapore is 9.00am. If the cruise ship's expected time of arrival in Singapore
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is 2pm, the excursion is reserved for disembarking guests with flights departing after 10pm.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6099

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 56.00

EUR 42.00

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Singapore
SINGAPORE SIGHTSEEING TOUR WITH ZOO VISIT
Description
In addition to being a city with a rich historic and cultural legacy, Singapore, has been able to protect and promote local plant and
animal life as we will see upon our visit to two beautiful parks, as part of the sightseeing tour of this lively city
What we will see
●

Visit to zoological garden

●

Show at zoo

●

Singapore botanical gardens

●

Lunch of local Chinese cuisine

●

Little India

●

Arab Street

●

Sultan Mosque

●

Colonial area

●

Chinatown

●

Singapore City Gallery

What we will do
●

Our tour begins in the morning with a sightseeing trip around the southern part of the island, which will take us to one of the
city's most interesting attractions: Singapore's zoological garden. The 26 hectares of the zoological park cover the thriving
tropical forest of Mandai, and accommodate more than 2,800 animals representing more than 300 species of mammals,
birds and reptiles which live in a protected environment which represents their natural habitat as closely as possible. We do
not have to wait long, before, comfortably seated on our electric train, we glimpse some of the more interesting animals: owls,
gibbons, binturongs and spider monkeys.
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●

We will then have some free time to see the other species, before watching a show in the amphitheatre where the animals are
the protagonists.

●

Once we have left the zoo, we will stop at the Singapore botanical gardens, which boasts the largest collection of orchids in
the world and 60,000 types of plants within a natural setting.

●

At lunch time, we will go back to the city centre for lunch where we will discover*local Chinese cuisine*.

●

After lunch we will briefly stop in the lively area of Little India and, by coach, will pass Arab Street to admire Sultan Mosque
with its majestic gold domed roof.

●

The next stop will be the colonial area, where we will briefly stop to take photos before heading to Chinatown, where we can
see hoe those from different regions and cultures live together within the same city, literally side by side. * Our interesting tour
upon the discovery of Singapore ends with a visit to Singapore City Gallery, where a multisensory experience, will present how
the city has transformed over the past 50 years, to then return to the cruise terminal.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

Comfortable shoes and sportswear are recommended.

●

It takes approximately 10 minutes on foot from the ship to the coach parking facility.

●

On the little train at the zoo and during the performance information will only be provided in English.

●

The excursion is reserved for guests who do not disembark in Singapore.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6100

7 Hours approximately

Easy

Cultural

Fun

Adult price

Child price

EUR 104.00

EUR 78.00

Type
Eco Natural Trail

Recommended to
families

Most wanted

Meal Included

Singapore
THE SPIRIT OF SINGAPORE
Description
Colonial and multicultural, a modern city which looks to preserving the natural heritage: this tour takes us to the extremely lively city
of Singapore to admire the contrast which makes it so unique
What we will see
●

Little India
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●

Arrival point of Sir Raffles

●

Parliament House

●

Victoria Theatre

●

Empress Place Building

●

City Hall

●

Supreme Court

●

Raffles Hotel

●

Merlion

●

Shenton Way

●

Chinatown

●

Botanical gardens

●

Mount Faber

What we will do
●

On board the coach, we will firstly head to the exotic area of Little India where the scent of the jasmine garlands infiltrates the
air surrounding the lively stalls and the colourful, restored shops. The sellers have everything: from saris to aromatic spices
right through to the most complex and diverse shaped ornaments.

●

The next stage takes us to the place where Sir Thomas Stamford Raffles, founder of Singapore in 1819, touched base upon
arriving in Singapore (near to the river of the same name).

●

We will continue our tour in the direction of the city centre, where we will see the Parliament Building, the Victoria Theatre, the
Empress Place Building** and the numerous vestiges of the colonial period, restored and restructured to their former
splendour.

●

Once on the coach again, we will admire other buildings constructed as per the specifications defining the colonial style,
amongst which, the City Hall, the Supreme Court building and Raffles Hotel.

●

A tour which allows you to discover Singapore's main attractions cannot neglect the statue of Merlionthe mythological figure
with a lion's head and mermaid's body which is now the symbol of the city.

●

Having passed the Singapore river, our coach will cross Shenton Wayalso known as Asia's Wall Street to then enter the
historic area of Chinatown.

●

A walk amongst the vehicles and roads of this picturesque area, with the typical mixture of Chinese traditional medicine stores,
tea rooms, acupuncturists and calligraphers, immersed amongst the customs of those people who live and work here, which
makes you feel you really are going back into the past.

●

Our tour continues into Singapore's botanical gardens, which were recently awarded the title, UNESCO World Heritage Site,
which houses 60,000 plants within a natural setting, amongst which the world's largest collection of orchids.

●

Our tour comes to an end with a stop at Mount Faber, where we can enjoy a unique view of the island of Sentosa and the
skyline of Singapore; a view to be immortalised in photographic scenes.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.
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●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

Comfortable shoes and sportswear are recommended.

●

It takes approximately 10 minutes on foot from the ship to the coach parking facility.

●

The excursion is reserved for guests who do not disembark in Singapore.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6101

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 49.00

EUR 36.75

Type
Cultural

Recommended to
families

Singapore
DISCOVER SINGAPORE'S CULTURAL HERITAGE
Description
With its long history of immigration, Singapore is one of the most cosmopolitan cities in the world: an interesting excursion upon the
discovery of its multifaceted cultural and religious elements, amongst temples, mosques and lively ethnic areas
What we will see
●

Temple of Thian Hock Keng

●

Chinatown

●

Singapore City Gallery

●

Lunch in a Chinese restaurant

●

Little India

●

Arab Street

●

Sultan Mosque

What we will do
●

Our tour begins with a visit to the temple of Thian Hock Keng. Built in 1921 by some Chinese fishermen as an offertory to the
God of the Sea, Ma Zu who watched over their crossings, its architectural style is based upon the traditional southern Chinese
style. An examination of the temple structure and the wood sculptures demonstrates that the temple was assembled without
the use of nails.

●

The nest stage will take us to Chinatown, where we can discover how different cultures and religions live together... literally
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side by side: a mosque next to an Indian temple right in the middle of Chinatown is not a major deal!We will have some free

time to visit old stores which have been restored and Singapore City Gallery*, where a multisensory experience, will present
how the city has transformed over the past 50 years.
●

At the end of the visit, we have some time for shopping and tasting local delicacies with a delicious lunch in a Chinese
restaurant.

●

On a full stomach and restored, we will head to Little India, where every section of this colourful area is a hive of activity. Little
India homes the local Indian community, and strolling along the roads, we will take in a flood of aromas, spices and take in a
kaleidoscope of colour, sounds and scents. Here we will find all sorts of merchandise, Indian silk, brassware and wood
sculptures.

●

Our tour ends on Arab Street and Kampong Glam where we will visit our final location: the majestic Sultan Mosque with its
spectacular gold domed roof.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

Comfortable shoes and sportswear are recommended.

●

It takes approximately 10 minutes on foot from the ship to the coach parking facility.

●

The excursion is reserved for guests who do not disembark in Singapore.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6104

7 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 99.00

EUR 74.25

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Recommended to
families

Meal Included

Singapore
SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF SINGAPORE
Description
With its colonial past and hive of activity as well as multiethnicity, Singapore is a multifaceted city to be discovered
What we will see
●

Gardens by the Bay

●

Little India

●

Arab Street
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●

Chinatown

●

Colonial district

●

Merlion Park

●

Buffet lunch at Fullerton Bay Hotel

●

Asian Civilisation Museum

●

Mount Faber

What we will do

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6105

7 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 159.00

EUR 119.25

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Most wanted

Meal Included

Singapore
SINGAPORE EXPRESS (ending at the airport)
Description
A tour to admire the main sights of the city including temples, mosques, colonial buildings and lively ethnic neighbourhoods.
What we will see
Parliament House
Victoria Theatre
Empress Place Building
Merlion
Sheraton Way
Chinatown
Thian Hock Keng temple
Little India
Arab Street
Sultan Mosque
What we will do
This tour starts with a short visit to the colonial quarter, where we can admire various restored buildings such as the Parliament
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House, Victoria Theatre, Empress Palace Building and the Merlion statue, i.e. the mythological figure with a lion’s head and mermaid
body which has become the city's symbol.
After crossing the Singapore river, our coach takes us along Sheraton Way as far as the historic Chinatown, where we can appreciate
the multitude of religions that coexist in Singapore.
We visit the Thian Hock Keng Temple, built in 1921 by some Chinese fishermen as an offer to the God of the Sea, Ma Zu who
watched over their voyages, its architectural style is based upon the traditional southern Chinese style.
An examination of the temple structure and the wood sculptures demonstrates that the temple was assembled without using nails.
We then leave Chinatown towards Little India. We remain enchanted by the colours, noises and smells that permeate this lively
quarter populated by numerous shops selling silks and other artefacts.
Before making our way to the airport, we have time to pass through Arab Street where we can admire the majestic Sultan Mosque
from the comfort of our coach.
The itinerary may be subject to change.
Comfortable shoes and sportswear are recommended.
We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.
It takes approximately 10 minutes on foot from the ship to the coach parking facility.
There is limited availability of English-language guides; if these are not available the local guide's commentary will be translated by a
local interpreter.
The excursion ends at the airport.
This excursion is available to guests whose flights depart after 15:00.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6108

4 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 40.00

EUR 30.00

Type
Cultural

Good for shopping

Singapore
PANORAMIC TOUR OF SINGAPORE (ending at the airport)
Description
A vibrant multi ethnic metropolis with its many diverse neighbourhoods, Singapore is a multifaceted city just waiting to be discovered.
What we will see
●

Gardens by the bay

●

Little India

●

Arab Street
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●

Chinatown

●

River cruise

●

Buffet lunch at the Fullerton Bay Hotel - Clifford Pier

●

Asian Civilisation Museum (ACM)

●

Mount Faber

What we will do

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6109

7 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 130.00

EUR 97.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural
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Legenda
ICONE

DESCRIZIONE
Easy
tour with this designation involve walking over relatively lever terrain. Comfortable shoes are recommended.
Moderate
Tours with this designation can involve a considerable amount of physical activity such as walking over cobblestones or uneven surface, climbing stairs or
steep terrain, swimming in a light current, or bicycle riding. They are not recommended for guest with walking difficulties. Comfortable sturdy shoes are
recommended.
Hard
Tour with this designation involve high physical exertion for extended periods of time. The terrain may be uneven or steep. They are recommended only
for physically fit and adventurous traveller.
Sightseeing
these are primarily motor coach excursions with an emphasis on sight-seeing and very little activity.
Water Activity
Involves the opportunity to swim or the possibility of getting wet.
Fun
dedicated to a young public keen on entertainment.
Eco Natural Trail
dedicated to nature lovers.
Tasting
a light snack will be provided on this excursion.
Meal not included
during excursions free time is given to organise lunch individually.
Most wanted
Guest surveys indicate a high degree of satisfaction with these tours.
Basket Lunch
a packed meal is provided from the ship.
Good for shopping
specially dedicated to shopping lovers.
Cultural
dedicated to history, culture and local traditions lovers.
Disabled friendly
Excursions with the handicap sign are for guests with mobility difficulties however should be able to move around independently. Guests in wheelchair
out on excursion need to be accompanied by a third party as assistance by the ship will not be provided. The majority of our agencies require that the
wheelchairs be retractable because sometimes the necessary space needed for a wheelchair is not available. We kindly ask you to contact the Excursion
Office as soon as possible, upon embarkation, to ensure that we find the best possible solution and to reserve the appropriate seat in the required bus
before the departure of the excursions.For further information and for a solution that best fits your need please contact the Excursion Office.
Sports Lovers
for the adventurous, there are our most active shore excursions.
Recommended to families
includes activities that are appropriate for families travelling with children.
New
Brand -new Tour
Meal on board
back on board for lunch/dinner, your guide will be ready to continue the excursion at the end of it.
Meal Included
a meal will be provided on this excursion.
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Refreshments included
Refreshments included.
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Information Notes
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO EXCURSIONS
Booking excursions
You can book your excursions before departure at www.mycosta.it by registering and filling in the online form or, on board, by using the interactive TV
system from the comfort of your own cabin or by visiting the Excursions Totem (services only available on board selected ships), or at any stage
during your holiday by dropping off a completed Tour Order Form in the drop box located in the main hall of the ship. Excursions Office staff will be
happy to offer you advice and assistance.
Number of participants
Some excursions require a minimum number of bookings and/or a maximum number of participants. These excursions are available on a first come
first served basis, so it is advisable to book them well in advance.
Duration
The stated duration of excursions is subject to change without prior notice and can vary due to unforeseen circumstances, such as adverse weather
conditions and/or transport delays. The order of certain visits may also be changed for the abovementioned reasons. You are therefore kindly asked
to respect the times announced by the tour guides (stops for food, stops to take photographs, etc.).
Description
The descriptions of excursions are correct at time of publication of this document. In an effort to offer you the highest quality excursions program, in
some cases the descriptions may vary slightly from the excursions themselves.
Guests with limited mobility
Please contact our onboard staff the day before your cruise. They will advise you and try to obtain the necessary equipment for your on-shore
excursion.
Personalised programs
Private cars, limousines or exclusive visits can be arranged upon request on day of departure by contacting the Excursions Office.
Prices
The prices of excursions include transport available on site, which might include coach, limousine, taxi, funicular railways or boats. Meals and/or drinks
are included only when specified in the itinerary of the excursion. Costa Cruises reserves the right to change the prices and itineraries of excursions
without prior notice.
Children and kids
Children between the ages of 3 and 12 are entitled to a 30% discount for excursions on cruises in the Mediterranean and Northern Europe, 25%
for cruises in South America and Transatlantic cruises from/to South America, and 10% for cruises to the Caribbean and Transatlantic cruises from/to
the Caribbean.
There is no charge for children up to the age of 3 provided that parents carry them during transportation.
Squok Club
Children between the ages of 3 and 12 can have fun at the Squok Club while their parents enjoy their excursion. The service is free, but must be
requested in advance.
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